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ABSTRACT

A new monolithic Atomic Force Microscopy ( AFM ) active
optical probe monolithically integrates a base of the probe,
a cantilever, a semiconductor laser source , an AFM tip , and
a photodetector into a robust, easy -to - use single semicon
ductor chip to enable AFM measurements, optical imaging ,
and optical spectroscopy at the nanoscale .
10 Claims , 6 Drawing Sheets
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In view of the above problems, we proposed a novel class
of probes for atomic force microscopy ( AFM active optical
probe - AAOP ) by integrating a laser source and a photo
detector monolithically into the AFM probe [ Actoprobe
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
5 2015 ] . The AAOPs were designed to be used in a conven
APPLICATIONS
tional AFM to enhance its functionality by including that of
This application claims benefit and priority of U.S. pro the above mentioned instruments (NSOM , TERS , hybrid
visional application Ser. No. 62 /415,097 filed Oct. 31 , 2016 , AFM ) . These unique optical probes were designed to per
the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by form the functions of conventional AFM probes and , in
reference .
10 addition, to simultaneously provide information about opti
cal properties of the sample at the nanoscale. The AAOP
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
concept was based on combining a diode laser and an AFM
probe monolithically. The AAOP was designed as an intra
The present invention relates to AFM microscopy and cavity probe , that is , the AFM probe tip was part of the laser
near -field optical microscopy probes and , in particular,to a 15 cavity.The AAOP consisted of a GaAs-based cantilever with
monolithic AFM active optical probe capable of performing the AFM probe mounted on a conventional Si chip .
both conventional AFM measurements and optical imaging Although technically feasible, the GaAs/ Si hybridization
and spectroscopy at the nanoscale .
poses serious problems that may affect the yield of the
fabrication process due to the strain resulting from bonding
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
20 of materials with different thermal expansion constants, i.e.
silicon , indium and GaAs.
Optical characterization at the nanoscale currently
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
requires instruments such as NSOM (near -field scanning
optical microscope ), TERS ( tip - enhanced Raman spectros
copy ) , or hybrid AFM ( that includes a specialized far- field 25 The object of the present invention is to provide a novel
optical microscope ).
class of probes for atomic force microscopy (monolithic
Attempts at integrating atomic force microscopy and AFM active optical probeML AAOP ) by integrating a
optical techniques have already been made and several laser source and a photodetector monolithically into the
products based on these schemes have found their way into AFM probe, based entirely on GaAs or similar lasing
the market. Commercially available , AFM tips with inte- 30 materials, thus avoiding the detrimental GaAs / Si hybridiza
grated waveguides ( hollow tips ) are used in conjunction tion .
with an external laser source [Celebrano 2009 ] . This highThe present invention envisions a method of fabricating a
cost approach suffers from inherent limitations in terms of monolithic , integrated optical AFM probe . The most widely
optical resolution and light power that can be delivered . To used probes for atomic force microscopy are fabricated
achieve high lateral resolution the size of the near - field 35 using silicon technology. In contrast, the ML AAOPs are
aperture needs be reduced , thus leading to an exponential fabricated entirely from GaAs , a semiconductor material
decrease of optical power output. This approach has limited suitable as the basis for optical device fabrication . The laser
applications to near - field microscopy with ultimate resolu- and detector functionality is enabled by an epitaxially grown
tion of about 50 nm , but is not appropriate for optical structure . Edge -emitting laser diodes, light guides , and effi
spectroscopy because of small power output.
40 cient photodetectors are fabricated by patterning the active
Other approaches aimed at better integration of light region ( epi - layer ), while the AFM tip is fabricated from a
source and AFM tip have generally involved either attaching specially grown GaAs epitaxial overcap layer on top of the
a prefabricated light source ( edge emitter, VCSEL , or LED ) ridge waveguide at the end of a cantilever formed from the
above a Si AFM cantilever probe ( hybrid approach ) [Bargiel epi - layers of the laser structure . The choice of GaAs is
2006 , Kingsley 2008 ] or fabrication of the light source 45 motivated by the large base of established fabrication tech
directly on the AFM tip [ Heisig 2000a , Heisig 2000b, nology, which allows for time- and cost - effective fabrication
Hoshino 2008 , Hoshino 2009 ] . In these instances , the optical of the probes. Practice of the present invention can be easily
detectors were not integrated into the probes. The hybrid extended to alternative III -V semiconductors such as InP,
approach has only been shown to work in research labs and Gap, GaSb , and GaN to expand the available wavelength
it is difficult to imagine how optical probes can be fabricated 50 coverage from UV to visible and mid -infrared .
cost -effectively to make them affordable for a wider scienIn an illustrative embodiment of the present invention , the
tific community . In addition, VCSELs , commonly used in laser cavity is defined by two distributed Bragg reflector
this approach, are limited in their optical output power.
(DBR) mirrors. The first laser mirror is a standard first - order
In addition , single , integrated photodetectors have also DBR grating ( period / 2ng where h. is the laser wavelength
been fabricated on AFM tips [ An 2008 ] . The photodetector- 55 and nef is the effective refractive index of the GaAs wave
only approach [ An 2008 ] does not address the difficulties of guide) that ensures single longitudinal mode for the laser
aligning the light source onto the AFM tip , and the require- operation . The second laser mirror is a second - order DBR
ment to reduce detector size in order to achieve spatial grating (period N /neft) located at the end of the cantilever. It
resolution directly contradicts the requirement to have the serves as a folding mirror that couples the light ( an intrac
largest possible detection area necessary to obtain high 60 avity laser mode) vertically into the AFM tip fabricated from
sensitivity levels for optical spectroscopy on nanoscale.
a specially grown GaAs epitaxial overcap layer on top of the
An AFM tip with integrated LED light source and pho- ridge waveguide . Thus, the light generated by the laser is
todetector has been demonstrated [Sasaki 2000] , but while coupled into the surface mode of the GaAs probe (conic
the photodetector was monolithically fabricated into the shape micro -prism ) and transferred to the tip apex . The tip
probe, the light source (a GaAs LED ) was simply glued onto 65 itself is a total internal reflection prism that plays the role of
the cantilever chip . This is insufficient to meet the require- an output mirror, the third mirror, in the laser cavity. The
ment of high power, single wavelength operation .
GaAs micro - prism guides the laser light into the tip apex and
MONOLITHIC ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPY ACTIVE OPTICAL PROBE
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generates a strong surface optical mode at the GaAs/ air
interface. It creates a high magnitude optical field highly
localized at the apex of the AFM tip , sufficiently strong to

and ML AAOP has the potential to outperform NSOM as
described above . The low cost and simplicity of use of ML
AAOPs will open up new important opportunities for the

enable effective excitation for nanoscale TERS .
In another illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the laser is a second - order distributed feedback (DFB )
surface - emitting laser that employs its second - order wave

application of near - field optical microscopy for research and
5 engineering in academia and industry. These and other

2012 ] .

20 is on the order of 50 nm .

advantages of the present invention will become more
guide grating to outcouple the laser light vertically into the taken with the following drawings.
AFM tip fabricated from a specially grown GaAs epitaxial
overcap layer on top of the ridge waveguide . Again, the light 10
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
generated by the laser is coupled into the surface mode of the
GaAs probe (conic shape micro -prism ) and transferred to the
FIGS . 1A , 1B , and 1C are schematic illustrations of
tip apex . Practice of the present invention can be easily Embodiment 1 of a monolithic AFM active optical probe
extended to graded second - order DFB lasers for much more according to the invention , showing its configuration : (A)
efficient power extraction in order to increase the optical 15 cross - sectional view , (B ) side view , and (C ) bottom view .
power delivered to the GaAs probe. Graded second - order
FIG . 2 is a schematic illustration of the AAOP optical
DFB lasers employ aperiodic gratings with symmetrically scheme according to Embodiment 1 of the invention .
changing grating period to achieve a very significant
FIG . 3 is a close - up view of the tip tilted 25 ° . The base of
enhancement of power extraction in vertical direction [ Xu the tip is about 10 umx10 um . The tip radius achieved here
Practice of the present invention can be advantageous to

readily apparent from the following detailed description

FIG . 4 is a 3 - D illustration of the AAOP concept.

provide high performance, low cost probes for atomic force
microscopy with enhanced functionality to include that of

FIG . 5 is a schematic illustration of Embodiment 2 of a

monolithic AFM active optical probe according to the inven

NSOM , TERS , or hybrid AFM . The ML AAOP with its

tion .

integrated light source and detector has the potential to 25 FIG . 6 is a schematic illustration of Embodiment 3 of a
outperform the above -mentioned technologies for optical monolithic AFM active optical probe according to the inven
characterization at the nanoscale .

tion .

The high refractive index of GaAs accounts for a resolu

tion increase compared to hybrid AFM that employs an
optical microscope in the far field : the resolution increases
by the factor of the refractive index of GaAs ( ~3.6 ) . Since
light source and detector are integrated into the probe, the
difficulty of focusing the optical microscope on the correct
surface area does not apply . This also puts the detector very
close to the sample, which results in increased sensitivity .
The high refractive index of GaAs also accounts for an
advantage of the ML AAOP compared to NSOM . The ML
AAOP is operated with an aperture large enough , so that the
frequency is just above the waveguide cut -off . Since NSOM
uses glass with lower refractive index , it has to be operated
below cut - off frequency to achieve the same resolution . This
translates into a dramatic loss in transmission through the
aperture ( several orders of magnitude ), which leads to low
signal- to -noise ratio and thereby low sensitivity.
The ML AAOP can also be operated apertureless using
surface plasmons , as an optical antenna [ Vedantam 2009 ,
Novotny 2011 ] . TERS works similarly, but its performance
is challenged by scattered light from the far field, leading to
a large background signal . In the ML AAOP the light is
supplied through the tip , hence there is no scattered light and
therefore significantly reduced background. Furthermore ,
the difficulties associated with laser alignment onto the tip
and with imaging the signal onto a detector or spectrometer

30

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

The ML AAOP concept is based on combining a diode
laser and an AFM probe monolithically. Some preferred
embodiments of the invention will be described below in
35 detail based on the drawings.
Embodiment 1

The envisioned ML AFM Active Optical Probe ( AAOP )
sectional view of the probe , a side view and a bottom view .
The ML AAOP consists of a cantilever 10 with the an AFM
probe tip 11 fabricated from a GaAs -based epitaxial laser
wafer. The cantilever 10 is monolithically connected to a
45 probe base fabricated from the same GaAs -based epitaxial
laser wafer. The ML AAOP is designed as an intra -cavity
probe, i.e. the AFM probe is part of the laser cavity as shown
in an equivalent optical schematic of the device in FIG . 2 .
This increases laser light coupling into the optical near field
50 at the apex of the AFM probe by a factor of 10,000 [Partovi
1999 ] . The ML AAOP is a very efficient optical near - field
nano - emitter.
The most widely used probes for atomic force microscopy
are avoided with the ML AAOP.
are fabricated using silicon technology. In contrast, the ML
The enhanced functionality can be achieved at a price 55 AAOPs are fabricated from GaAs, a semiconductor material
much smaller than the cost of purchasing a dedicated NSOM suitable as the basis for optical device fabrication . The laser

40 is shown in FIG . 1. In this Figure we present a cross

or TERS instrument. The ML AAOP fabrication technology and detector functionality is enabled by an epitaxially grown
essentially combines two well-developed technologies: structure . Edge - emitting laser diodes, light guides , and effi
AFM probe fabrication and edge - emitting semiconductor cient photodetectors are fabricated by patterning the active
laser fabrication . The fabrication process avoids the detri- 60 region 12 ( epi - layer ), while the AFM tip 11 is fabricated
mental GaAs/ Si hybridization and should allow for high- from a specially grown GaAs epitaxial overcap layer 13 on
volume manufacturing, resulting in a cost - effective , afford- top of the ridge waveguide 14 at the end of the cantilever 10

able product that can be adopted for use by all current formed from the epi- layers of the laser structure . The
cantilever with the AFM probe is fabricated from an epi
addition to an existing AFM would just require laser driver 65 taxial laser structure MBE - grown on a GaAs substrate 15 .
and detection electronics. The cost advantage compared to a The laser 16 is designed as an electrically pumped edge
NSOM instrument would be on the order of 10-100 times , emitting laser ( ridge waveguide ), and the epitaxial structure

owners of atomic force microscopes. The instrumentation in

US 11,016,119 B1
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is a typical quantum well edge emitter structure with 10 -nm wavelength of 1 um as a result of total internal reflection in
wide Ga..85Ino.15As quantum wells imbedded in a GaAs the GaAs conical waveguide with no cutoff losses . Addi
waveguide and surrounded by doped Alo . Gao.3As cladding tional metallization of the conical waveguide with gold of
layers, one of them is n- doped and the other p - doped . The 5 80 - nm thickness will provide additional focusing of the light
structure also includes an A10.95 Ga0.05As etch stop layer to to about 40-20 nm in diameter [Neacsu 2007 ] because of the
facilitate substrate removal in order to fabricate a cantilever
surface plasmon effect.
that consists only of the ~ 5 -um thick epitaxial laser struc
This optical AFM probe utilizes the diode laser operating
ture. The choice of GaAs is motivated by the large base of in pulsed mode under direct modulation of the injection
established fabrication technology, which allows for time current with low duty -cycle (~ 1-5 % ) to avoid heating of the
and cost - effective fabrication of the probes. Practice of the 10 AFM tip and imaging artifacts related to heating.
present invention can be easily extended to alternative III -V
The AFM cantilever dimensions are chosen to provide
semiconductors such as InP, GaP, GaSb , and GaN to expand performance similar to that of conventional Si AFM probes
the available wavelength coverage from UV to visible and and accommodate the laser diode cavity and photodetector
mid - infrared .
structures. Both the laser and photodetector epitaxial struc
The first laser mirror, mirror # 1 , is a standard first -order 15 tures are identical but differ in terms of the biasing : the laser
DBR grating 17 (period 2.2ng where is the laser wavelength diode junction is biased in forward direction ( electrons and
and neffis the effective refractive index of the GaAs wave
holes recombine and create light); the reverse bias applied to
guide) that ensures single longitudinal mode for the laser the photodetector creates a depletion region where incident
operation . Light generated by the laser is coupled into the light will create electron /hole pairs , producing a photocur
surface mode of the GaAs probe (conic shape micro -prism ) 20 rent proportional to light intensity.
and transferred to the tip apex as follows: at the end of the
The AFM tip 11 is located directly underneath the second
cantilever and inside the laser cavity, mirror #2 , a second order DBR grating 18. The light radiates from the apex of
order DBR grating 18 (period Nne ), couples the light ( an the tip that forms a point source . The tip is located between
intracavity laser mode) vertically into the AFM tip . It serves two photodetectors 20 that consist of stripes of the same
as a folding mirror.
25 material as the laser structure but reverse - biased (FIG . 4 ) .
The tip 11 itself is a total internal reflection prism and The large detection area of the photodetectors of about
plays the role of an output mirror, mirror # 3 , in the laser 50x100 um ? provides high light collection efficiency . This
cavity . The GaAs micro -prism guides the laser light into the
source , which is a source of light scattered from the
tip apex and generates a strong surface optical mode at the point
sample under investigation, is less than 25 um away from the
GaAs/air interface. It creates a high magnitude optical field 30 detector. This close proximity of the source and the detectors
highly localized at the apex of the AFM tip , sufficiently also provides high collection efficiency for scattered near
strong to enable effective excitation for nano -scale Raman field radiation . Second - order DBR gratings 21 fabricated on
Spectroscopy - Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy ( TERS ) . top of the photodetector structures couple the light scattered
Finite Difference Time Domain ( FDTD ) simulations predict from the sample into the ridge waveguide photodetectors.

that for a bare GaAs micro -prism the near- field light (X=980 35 By applying a voltage , the effective refractive index can be

nm ) can be focused to a spot size of 160 nm in diameter and
with about 30 mW power. By coating the micro -prism with
a thin layer of gold 19 ( 50 nm ), the spot size decreases to
dimensions less than 50 nm but the power reduces by a
factor of about 1000. Depending on application, the probe
can be apertureless or have a nanometer - size aperture at the
apex . In the case of the apertureless probe , a surface plasmon
mode is excited in the Au coating, providing a very strong
optical field at the apex of the AFM tip . In the case of the
probe with a nanometer-size aperture, the tip operates as an
optical waveguide below cut -off frequency and optical
radiation is transmitted through the aperture.
For conventional TERS , the far - field optical power is on
the order of 20-100 mW . Since with the ML AAOP, the light
can be coupled to the near field more efficiently, substantially less optical power is necessary to obtain the same
electric field strength at the tip apex . We estimate that an
optical power in the range of 0.5-10 mW is sufficient, and
can easily be provided by semiconductor lasers.
The main difference of the ML AAOP from other AFM
probes is that the ML AAOP is designed to do optical
nano - scale spectroscopy together with AFM imaging . The
ML AAOP concept is based on combining a diode laser and
an AFM probe monolithically.
Front- and back sides of the chip are metallized in the
appropriate places to make electrical contact to laser structure and to provide high reflectivity for optical displacement
monitoring used to read out tip deflection for AFM imaging.
The GaAs probe tip 11 has a conical geometry with 40 °
angle and a base of 10-12 um (FIG . 3 ) . This geometry makes
this probe an optical antenna that focuses laser radiation into
a diffraction limited spot of 280 nm diameter for a laser

slightly altered [ Codlren & Corzine 1995 ] , thereby tuning
the DBR grating for a specific Raman shift. By sweeping the

40

voltage , this structure can work as a Raman spectrometer
without moving parts.
Embodiment 2

In another embodiment of the present invention the mir
rors # 1 and # 2 of the laser cavity can be in the form of facets
45 obtained by cleaving or etching the laser wafer or by
applying Focused Ion Beam (FIB ) in proper directions (FIG .
5 ) . For example, mirror # 1 22 can be fabricated by cleaving
or etching the wafer perpendicular to the epitaxial layers.
Mirror # 2 (the folding mirror) 23 can be fabricated using
50 FIB applied in such a way as to create a flat surface at 450
with respect to the wafer surface .
Embodiment 3
55

In yet another embodiment of the present invention , the

laser 16 is a second -order distributed feedback ( DFB ) sur
face -emitting laser that employs its second - order waveguide
grating 24 to outcouple the laser light vertically into the

AFM tip 11 fabricated from a specially grown GaAs epi
60 taxial overcap layer 13 on top of the ridge waveguide (FIG .
6).
Again , the light generated by the laser is coupled into the
surface mode of the GaAs probe tip ( conic shape micro
prism ) and transferred to the tip apex . Practice of the present

65 invention can be easily extended to graded second - order
DFB lasers for much more efficient power extraction in
order to increase the optical power delivered to the GaAs

US 11,016,119 B1
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probe tip . Graded second -order DFB lasers employ aperiodic gratings with symmetrically changing grating period to
achieve a very significant enhancement of power extraction

troscopy : Sensitivity, symmetry, and selection rules , ”
NanoBiotechnology, vol. 3 (# 3-4 ) , pp . 172-196 , 2007 .
[Novotny 2011 ] L. Novotny and N.van Hulst , “ Antennas for
light,” Nature Photonics, vol . 5 , pp . 83-90 , 2011 .

in vertical direction [Xu 2012 ] .

In all embodiments, the ML AAOPs,including cantilevers 5 [ Partovi
1999 ] A. Partovi , D. Peale, M. Wuttig, C. A.
Murray, G. Zydzik, L. Hopkins , K. Baldwin , W. S.
and probe bases , are fabricated entirely from GaAs -based or
similar lasing materials, thus avoiding the detrimental GaAs/
Si hybridization .

Although certain embodiments of the invention have been
appreciate that modifications and changes can be made
therein with the scope of the invention as set forth in the
described in detail herein , those skilled in the art will

10
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We claim :
1. A monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe comprising:
a base ;
a cantilever monolithically connected to the base ;
an atomic force microscopy probe tip monolithically
integrated with the cantilever;
a semiconductor laser source monolithically integrated
into the cantilever or into both the cantilever and the
base and delivering the laser light to the atomic force
microscopy probe tip ; and
a photodetector, all fabricated from a semiconductor
wafer with an epitaxial laser structure and monolithi
cally integrated into a single semiconductor chip to
enable atomic force microscopy measurements , optical
imaging , and optical spectroscopy at the nanoscale .
2. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe of claim 1 , wherein the semiconductor wafer has a
GaAs - based epitaxial laser structure with a GaAs epitaxial
layer overcapping the epitaxial laser structure .
3. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe of claim 2 , wherein the cantilever is formed from the
epitaxial layers of the wafer, and the atomic force micros
copy probe tip is fabricated at the end of the cantilever from
the GaAs epitaxial layer overcapping the epitaxial laser
structure .
4. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe of claim 3 that can be used on an atomic force
microscope .
5. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe of claim 4 , wherein the semiconductor laser source is
defined by fabricating two mirrors, mirror # 1 and mirror # 2 ,
out of the epi - layers of the GaAs - based laser structure , and
the two fabricated mirrors define a laser cavity.
6. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical
probe of claim 5 , wherein mirror # 1 is a first -order distrib
uted Bragg reflector grating and mirror #2 is a second -order
distributed Bragg reflector grating that serves as a folding
mirror to couple the laser light vertically into the atomic
force microscopy probe tip .
7. The atomic force microscopy active optical probe of
claim 5 , wherein mirror # 1 and mirror #2 of the laser cavity
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are in the form of facets or edges obtained by etching or
cleaving the laser wafer, or by applying focused ion beam in
proper directions:
mirror # 1 is fabricated by etching or cleaving the wafer
5
perpendicular to the epitaxial layers;
mirror #2 , the folding mirror, is fabricated by wet or dry
etching or by focused ion beam applied in such a way
as to create a flat surface at an angle of 45 degrees or
close to 45 degrees with respect to the wafer surface.
8. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical 10
probe of claim 4 , wherein the semiconductor laser source is
a second -order distributed - feedback surface - emitting laser
that has a second - order waveguide grating to outcouple the
laser light vertically into the probe tip .
9. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active optical 15
probe of claim 8 , wherein the second - order distributed
feedback surface -emitting laser is a graded second - order
distributed - feedback sin - face - emitting laser that ensures
more efficient power extraction to increase the optical power
20
delivered to the probe tip .
10. The monolithic atomic force microscopy active opti
cal probe of claim 1 , wherein the optical probe is fabricated
from a semiconductor wafer with an epitaxial laser structure
based on one of the following semiconductor laser materials:
InP , Gap , GaSb , or GaN , to expand the available wavelength 25
coverage for the integrated laser source and photodetector
from ultraviolet to visible and mid - infrared .
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